






-I f\0^ University o£ New Haapshire,
Town Clerk: Joan Read 446-2203
Hours: Tuesday & Thursday 9AM to 2PM SP 4PM to 6PM
or by Appointment
Tax Collector: Charoltte H. Pratt 847-3212
Hours: Thursday 1PM to 3PM
or by Appointment
Town Office: 446-3326
Monday 7PM to 9PM
Trash Transfer Station
Hours: Saturday gP Sunday 9AM to 4PM
Summer Hours: July through Labor Day
Saturday S' Sunday 9AM to 4PM
Wednesday 1PM to 4PM
Police
Fire Mutual Aid 352-1100
Fire & Rescue
Fire Mutual Aid 352-1100
Fire Warden
Lewis Clark 446-3480 for permits
446-7714 In No Answer
Animal Control
Cynthia Bingham 446-3964
Joan Zelasny 446-7502 or 446-3302
Library Hours
Thursday 7PM to 9PM
Stoddard Conservation Commission
Meet Last Wednesday of Month at Town Hall
Stoddard Historical Society
Meet Third Monday of April, June. August &= November
7PM at Town Hall
Stoddard Planning Board
Meet First Tuesday of Month at Town Hall
7:30 PM
Stoddard School Board
Meet First Thursday of Month at
James M. Faulkner Elementary School
at 7:30 PM
Anyone who wishes to appear bejore the Board should, ifpossible, contact a Board Member
a week prior so that his name may be placed on the Agenda.
Board Members: Nancy Cressy: 446-7159: Philip Hamilton: 847-3288: Brenda
Vaiiiancourt: 446-3415
Stoddard PTA
Meet First Wednesday of Month
James M. Faulkner Elementary School
Stoddard Congregational Church
Opens Last Sunday of June through August
Services Begin at 10:00 AM
Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment
Meet first Monday of Month






FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1987
The Town Report cover is courtesy of the Stoddard Elementary School
children's contest
front cover by Leona Sweet, Grade 6
hack cover by Tristan Heydolph, Grade 2
IN MEMORY
Charles C. Eaton
May 24, 1917 - January 5, 1988
Charles Eaton's years of servitude to the Town of Stoddard began shordy
after his arrival in town. In 1951 he served his first term as Selectman and
again in the 1970's and 1980's. He served as Town Constable for aperiod of
25 years, intermingling duties of Board of Fire Wards, Library Trustee,
Auditor, Conservation Commissioner, and currently serving on the
Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment as Co-Chairman. He served at
Stoddard's representative to the N,H. House of Representatives, 1959-61.
A very special person h as passed from our midst. Charles Eaton will be
sadly missed by the Town of Stoddard.
The poem that appears was dipped from a newspaper by Mr. Eaton shortly
before his death and had a special meaning to him.
TO THOSE I LOVE
If I should ever leave you whom I love
To go along the Silent Way, grieve not
Nor speak oj me with tears, but laugh and talk
OJ me as ij I were beside you there.
(Vd come-I'd come, could I butjind a way!
But would not tears and grief be barriers?)
And when you hear a song or see a bird
I lover, please do not let the thought of me
Be sad ... For I am. loving youjust as
I always have ... You were so good to me!
There are so many things I wanted still
To do-so many things to say to you ...
Rem.ember that I did notfear ... It was
Just leaving you that was so hard toface ...
We cannot see Beyond ... But this I know:
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OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Selectmen




When 1987 came to a close, your Selectmen could easily reflect back to
the ever increasing hours they spent serving the good people of Stoddard.
We wear many hats throughout the yccir, from assessing properties,
authorization of bills, to building and health violations. Understandably,
we cannot please aU of the people all ofthe time, butwe hold our heads high
and feel we have done a dam good job.
You will note this year we are asking for a considerable less amount of
money for Town buildings compared to what was approved last year. The
repairs that were accomplished this year included: painting of the exterior
of the Town Hall, placing a new roof on it and rebuilding the Town Hall
tower (which was ready to fall through the ceiling), the weathervane on the
top of the tower was refurbished and painted. For years there were
problems with water being brought into the Town Hall. This has been
correct by installing a new well and pump and controls. The Town Hall is
being used more now than in the past. Two minor projects that are left to be
done: partitions in the bathrooms and interior painting. This will be done
in the spring. Both Fire Stations were painted, along with the Davis
Library and we "Thank" Everett Richer for doing such a fine job.
1987 was the first year Staples Trucking became our private Road Agent.
We believe he performed as promised. Looking back in history, roads have
always been a source of controversy. No one ever believes his or her road is
as good as it should be; however, we believe thatwe have made tremendous
progress without spending ourselves into oblivion, Road maintenance and
repair is not cheap, and we have to be very careful on the amount ofdollars
spent, keeping ever mindful of holding down the tax rate.
Although the money has been raised, we are still waiting for the State of
New Hampshire to come in and reassess all property. Communications
with them indicate it might be a couple ofyears off still. Ifwe cannot get a
start date from them this spring, then we will possibly look for a private
contractor to do the job.
We hope that you will be looking at all budgets very closely and carefully
before final approval, remembering the "rule ofthumb", that every $20,000
dollars voted, means a $1.00 increase in the tax rate.
One could never write this report without "Thanking" the dozens of
people who work so hard to give their time and talents into the many
departments that keep this Town operating so smoothly. I'm sure many
times these people wonder if it is all worth it, but their dedication and love
for the Town always prevails. Speaking from personal experience, the
Planning Board especially deserves a big "Thank You" for all the many
meetings, going out on cold nights, and sifting through hours of material
to have a workable Planning &> Zoning Ordinance that is fair and equitable
to all.
1-
One of our Selectmen, Joan Zelasny, has decided not to run for another
term. Joan has been one of the finer Selectmen that I have had the
priviledge to serve with. Her organizational skills along with fair decision
making, has made the job for John and I very pleasant. She will be missed
by many, and a big "Thank You" for a job well done!
In conclusion, as we are in the "Eleventh Hour" of another decade, and
the 1990"s at our front door, we believe Stoddard has abright future ahead,
but will be faced with many difficult decisions. We foresee one of the three
member body of Selectmen will need to be full time. As our Town grows, we
may need to consider purchase of a police vehicle and small boat for access
to our many properties on the lake. Each Town road should be looked at on
an individual basis, a schedule for improvements to each road, and
formulation of guidelines to effect the improvements needs be drawn up;
another task scheduled for this year. And, most importantly, testing of our
Lakes should be done on an annual basis, and should be started
immediately.
With the cooperation ofour citizens, we can work together for a Stoddard
of the '90's for other Towns to emmulate!
Respectfully submitted.
Hairy Power, John D. Halter, Joan Zelasny
TOWN OF STODDARD
Town Warrant
The polls will be open from 1:00 PM to 7:00 PM
To the inhabitants qfthe Town oJStoddard in the County oJCheshire in
the State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday, the Eighth day of March next at One of the clock in the afternoon
to act on the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
2. To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed amendment to the
Community Planning (Zoning) Ordinance to permit Clustered
Development in all districts in the Town. (Article *1 on Ballot - Submitted
by Petition) (No discussion on the Article)
3. To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed amendments to the
Community Planning (Zoning) Ordinance as proposed by the Stoddard
Planning Board (Article *2 through *7 on the Ballot) (No discussion on the
Article)
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday, the Fifteenth ofMarch next at 7:00 ofthe clock in the evening to
act on thefollowing articles 4 through 31:
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $82,973
to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year.
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes if necessary.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $430 as
its share for the support of the Monadnock Famly and Mental Health
Services.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raiise and appropriate the sum of$ 1 ,800 as
its share for the support of the Home Health Care and Community
Services.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$500 as a
contingency fund for activities planned for the community by the Old
Home Days Committee.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$2,500 for
operation and maintenance of the Davis Library.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$200 for
the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission.
1 1. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for and
accept gifts and/or State or Federal Aid in the name of the Town of
Stoddard for the operation and legitimate expenditures of the Stoddard
Conservation Commission.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$384 as
its share of the operating budget for the Southwest Solid Waste
Management District.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,547
as its share of the operating budget for the Ashuelot Refuse Disposal
District 53-B.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,300
to repair and restore Vols. Ill S* IV of the Town Records.
15. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provision of RSA 72:1-C
(Resident Tax Levy) which authorizes any Town or City to elect not to
assess, levy and collect a resident tax. (By Written Ballot)
16. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 80:58-86 for a
real estate tax lien procedure. These statutes provide that tax sales to
private individuals for nonpayment of property taxes on real estate are
replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure under which only a
municipality or county where the property is located or the State may
acquire a tax lien against land and buildings for unpaid taxes. (By Written
Ballot)
17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell by auction
or by advertised sealed bid, properties acquired by the Town through Tax
Collector's Deed in accordance with RSA 80:42.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000
for the purpose of establishing a Capital Reserve Fund for future purchase
of land to house governmental facilities (Town Offices, recycling plant, etc.)
in accordance with RSA 35:1.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$500 for
the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$33,000
for operational expenses of the Trash Transfer Station and Town of
Washington fees for the ensuing year.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$48,880
for winter and summer maintenance of Town Roads and Bridges.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$1 1,120
for emergency highway/bridge repair, gravel and sand.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$200 for
the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500
for the Selectmen to hire a licensed, competent firm to provide a fireworks
display for the 4th of July holiday.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police.
26. To see if the Town will vote to rsiise and appropriate the sum of$ 1 2, 1 1
5
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire S' Rescue Department.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000
to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the purpose of
purchase of a Pumper Tanker Vehicle.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500
to donate to the Marlow Ambulance Service for the purpose of defra3dng
their insurance costs.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000
for the purchase of one set of protective gear.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,500
for the installation of well and pump at the Fire Station.













Town Officer's Salaries $10,800
Town Officer's Expenses 15,000
Election &> Registration 550
Cemeteries 300
General Government Buildings 22,608
Planning SP Zoning 2,400
Legal Expenses 3,500
Adv. &' Regional Assoc. 550
Contingency Fund 1,000
Zoning Board of Adjustment 500
Restoration of Town Records 1,900
Computer Services 250






Fire SP Rescue Geai- (Article 9)
Fire & Rescue Well (Article 10)
Highways, Streets & Bridges
Town Maintenance(summer &' winter)
General Highway Department Expense
Street Lighting
Public Landings




Ashuelot Valley Dist. 53B
Health
Health Department
Hospitals SP Ambulances-Marlow (Article 8)
Animal Control
Vital Statistics
Mon. Family SP Mental Health (Art. 5)







Old Home Days (Art. 7)
Fireworks (Art. 19)
Debt Service
Principal of Long-Term Bonds SP Notes
Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds &> Notes


























































































National Bank Stock Tax
Yield Taxes







Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits &' Filing Fees
Charges for Services
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest of Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Other Financing Sources
Fund Balance
Total Revenues and Credits
Estimated
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1987
Description
Town Hall, Lands Sf Buildings
TOWN OF STODDARD
Financial Report
Year End December 31, 1987
ASSETS
Funds in the Custody of Treasurer $161,173.80
Capital Reserve Funds
Fire Department Capital Reserve 1 1,105.27
Revaluation Capital Reserve 22,187.94
Total Capital Reserve Funds 33,293.21
Uncollected Taxes
1987 Levy and prior years ($316.15) 193,340.85




Total Unredeemed Taxes 228.45
Total Assets $388,036.31
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by Town 39,697.12
Unexpended Balance of Special
Appropriations 47,226.08
Yield Tax Deposits 6,928.06
School District Taxes Payable 245,663.93
Total Accounts Owed by Town 339,515. 19




Fund Balance December 31, 1986 $36,923.76
Fund Balance December 31, 1987 15,227.91






Town Officer's Salaries $10,833
Town Officer's Expenses 14,549




Protection of Persons & Property
Police Department 3.049
Fire SP Rescue 7,718
Forest Fire -0-
Animal Control 429

























Temporary Reval Loan 20.000
Tax Anticipation Note 150,000
Interest on Temporary Loans 3,232

















Damages &> Legal 4,063
Abatements &> Refunds 903
Tax Sale Costs 2,772
Yield Tax Transfers 710
Unemployment Compensation 93
Federal Withholding Taxes 912
Prior Years' Appropriations 2,69
1
1986 Accounts Payable 14,500
Regional Planning Dues 473
Total $27,117
Special Appropriations
Monadnock Family & Mental Health 382
Home Health &> Community Care 1,800
Solid Waste Management 154
Ashuelot Valley District 1,581
Town Records Restoration 1,848
Tax Map Maintenance 875
Marlow Ambulance 1,000
Fire Dept. Capitol Reserve 2,000
Survivairs-Fire Sf* Rescue 3,314
Protective Gear-Fire SP Rescue 1,813
Fire Hose 2,350
Fireworks 2,000
Old Home Days 80
Total $19,197
Pymts to Other Gov. Divisions
County of Cheshire 96,258
Payments to School District 298,403
Total $394,661
Total Payments for all Purposes $813,850
Cash on Hand December 31, 1987 81,262







Charlotte H. Pratt, Collector
Joan Read. Town Clerk
Nancy Murray, Treasurer
Joan Zelasny, Selectman
Harry R. Power, Selectman
John D. Halter, Selectman
Judith Gibbs, Deputy Collector
Diane Read, Deputy Clerk
Susan D'Arcy, Auditor




Harry R. Power-Meetings, Mileage, Expenses
Joan Zelasny-Meetings, Mileage, Expenses
John D. Halter-Meetings, School, Mileage
New England Telephone
U.S. Postal Service-postage, box rent
Keene Publishing -ads
N.H. Municipal Assoc: Dues, directory
McAuliffe's: office supplies-clock
Homestead Press: supplies
Homestead Press: Town Reports
Keene Copy Service: copies
Homer S. Bradley: Release filings
Equity Publishing-RSA's updates
CC Register of Deeds: transfers




CC Probate Court: decedant lists
Indian Head Bank: check charges




Cartographic Assoc: copies Tax Map
Tucker's Power Equip: mower repair
Treas. State: assessment cards
































































James S' Susan D'Arcy: postage S' phone
Treasurer's Expense:
U.S.P.S.: Stamps
Loring, Short ^ Harmon: cash record
Collector Expense:
Charlotte Pratt: postage, workshop meetings
convention exp.. mileage
Allan Kendall's: supplies
NH Tax Coll. Assoc: dues S^ fees
U.S.P.S.: postage
Loring, Short S' Harmon: warrant book
Homestead Press: bills, envelopes, supplies
Clerk Expense:
Auto S' Dog Registrations
Joan Read: convention exp., postage
Allan Kendall's: typewriter repair
NH CTCA: dues
Wheeler SP Clark: forms, tags
US Stamped Envelope Agency: envelopes
Braown River Bindery: Town Record book
Treas. State of NH: dog S' marriage licenses
























Southwest REgion Planning: books
Homer S. Bradley: legal assistance





























































Joan Zelasny: reimburse/vaccum 17.00
Perkins Home Center: snow shovel 21.90
Speedway: fuel 1.141.53
Public Service of NH 180.66
John Duffy: cleaning S' supplies 335.00
Keene Ipd. Paper: supplies 70.20
Brian Weaver: mo\X^ing 14.00
Richard Weaver: mowing 14.00
Richard Baumgratz: mowing 84.00
Chet McCauley, etal: mowing 1 50.00
Stoddard Paint Co.: painting S' repair 5, 1 14.00
Tattersall Electric: new service box 365.25
Wragg Bros.: well and pump 4,395.00
Land Contractors: well line 210.00
Hasbrouk Assoc: burner repair 576.54
Longs Lasting Roof: new roof 6.387.64
Al Fauteux: belfry repairs 8 1 8.00
Total $19,914.67
Old Fire Station:
Public Service of NH 70.3 1
Total $70.31
New Fire Station:
New England Telephone 272.19
Public Service of NH 646.98
Speedway: fuel 1,412.36
Mcauliffes: flag 54.32
Alan Lord: painting 365.49
Sam's Door: repairs 1,861.00




Equity Publishing: RSA updates 92.00
All-Comm: batteries 21.60
Richard Sherbourne: flairs 332.51
Eaton Real Estate: copies 6.90
Daniel Eaton: mileage 261.25
duty &' training hours 656.50
David Vaillancourt: mileage 457.50
duty Sf' training hours 1,221.00
Total $3,049.26
Animal Control
Mon. Region Humane Society: board 30.00
Cynthia Merchant: mileage 63.50
hours 137.50





John D. Halter: transportation 30.50




Duffy's Market: gasoline 548.18
Fire Mutual Aid: dues, directory 79.60
NH Medical Supply: air lease 181.80
Meadowood: Training Courses 210.00
Keene Medical: supplies 138.50
Fire Mutual Aid: radio repairs 225.43
HEW Communications: radio 696.00
All-Comm Communications: radio repair 179.10
Conway Associates: hose 808.00
S S^ J Auto: supplies, maintenance 5 1 6. 1
2
Bound Tree Corp.: rescue supplies 563.69
P.J. Lamothe: reimburse fees/license &= training 50.00
Kathy Fleming: reimburse fees/EMT course ^ lie. 50.00
John Riesenberg: reimburse fees/EMT course 40.00
Sound Power: scanner repair 44.00
4-Guys Inc.: tachometer 59.40
Jaffrey Fire Protection: hose 104.57
Tracy Libby: reimburse/supplies, gloves 127.50
Extinguishers Plus: maintenance &> recharges 149.50
ATP Automotive: pump/Jeep 197.31
Goodyear: tire 78.32
Twin State Truck Serv.: repairs 385.36
Sanels: supplies 81.12
Ken Reed. Signmaker: lettering 269.50
Granite State Oxygen: lease renewal 50.00
Weavers Garage: repairs, inspections 1,885.00
Total
Waste Disposal
John Duffy: attendant 4,817.00
City of Keene: 1987 tonage fee 457.00
Cheshire Door: repairs 667.38
Public Service: service 586.95
Hamshaw Lumber: drainage repair 220.66
Perkins Lumber: extension cords 24.70
Kevin Monty: shovel roof 50.00
Community Sanitation: lease, compactor
fees, removal, containers 23,862.10
Total
Health Department
Homer S. Bradley: legal assisstance 160.02
Total
Damages & Legal
Homer S. Bradley: legal assistance 4,063.48
Total
Insurance
Joseph A. Keating Insurance: general 10,682.00
National Sheriff Assoc: Police Liab
accident S' Equip. 3.220.00
Total
Vital Statistics
Joan Read: reimburse, postage &= recording 49.52
Total
Street Lighting









State of NH-UC: quarterly payments
Total
Public Landings:
Staples Trucking: sand Sr" repairs
Total
Conservation Commission
NH Assoc. Con-Con: dues
Total
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Reimbursements :




Keene Publishing: required ads




Public Serxace of NH
Toadstool: books
National Geographic: books
David Holmes: grounds maintenance
Stoddard Paint Co.: paint building
Frances Rumrill: librarian, janitorial §=
supply reimbursement
Total
General Expense Highwway Dept.
Duffy's Market: gasoline
Treas. State of NH: street signs. Jeep plates
Weaver's Garage: equipment repairs
Total
Highways &* Bridges
Arthur Whitcomb Inc.: products
Frank W. Whitcomb Construction: products
Hamshaw Lumber: GL bridge materials
Town of Sullivan: plowing, sanding
Fish Roofing: plowing
Wallace R Weaver: plowing
BURTCO: culverts
Cordveyor Company: bridge rails
Richard Woodbury: products


























































Peterborough Savings Bank: Tax Note
Interest on Tax Note
Temporary Note
Interest on Temporary Notes
Total
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
County of Cheshire











Solid Waste Management: apportionment 149M
Ashuelot Valley Regional: 53B
Old Home Days: police patrol
Monadnock Family &= Mental Health
Home Health Care &' Community Services
Trustees of Trust Funds: Fire Dept. Cap. Res.
Atlas Display: fireworks
Cartographic Assoc: maintenance Tax Maps
Marlow Ambulance: insurance assistance
Motorola Communications: minitors/gear
Conway Assoc: helmets, coats
Jaffrey Fire Protection: 4" hose
Conway Assoc: Survlvairs
Browns River Bindery: Restore Town Records
Total

































Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987
DR.
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1987
DR.
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of:
1986 1985 Prev.
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
1987
Town Clerk to Treasurer
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued 53,625.00
Dog Licenses 525.40
Dog Penalties &> Fines 51.00








CD (N -H _
in
in
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
1987 Dog Licenses ( 135) $525.40
Dog Penalties €f' Fines 51.00
1987 Auto Permits (912) 53,625.00
1987 Filing Fees 5.00
1987 Marriage Fees 39.00
1987 Interest Indian Head Bank NOW account 156.26
Community Planning Ordinances 59.00



































































REPORT OF THE DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Library was open from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. on Thursday evenings
during 1987. Weekend hours were also held from 9:00 to 10:00 a.m.
Saturday mornings during August. This expanded schedule will be
continued during the summer months in 1988.
Jim Taylor served as assistant at the Library again this year. The
building was painted during the summer.
A successful book sale was held during Old Home Days in July. A
donation of old wooden sap buckets to be sold helped us to realize $95.00 in
total sales.
We extend a sincere thank you to all those people who made donations
during the year. They included Mary Lou Call, Charles Chandler,
Elizabeth Cushna, Peter Eisenstadter, Betsy Howard, Nancy Jerome,




REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Balance on Hand December 31, 1986
Nelson Fund
STODDARD FIRE &> RESCUE
During 1987, The Stoddard Fire and Rescue Dept. responded to 46 calls,
up 15% over 1986. The break down is as follows: 2 false alarms, 20 rescue
calls for medical assistants, 8 car accidents, 3 chimney fires, one ofwhich
caused some structural damage, 6 mutual cover assignments, 3 brush
fires, 2 car fires, 1 dog rescue through the ice and 1 stand by for wires down.
Chimney fire response is at it's lowest point in recent years, we think in
part due to our Chimney Cleaning Program. Also responsible is a general
reduction in wood heating and improved knowledge of wood stove use
especially the air tight models.
Things have been busy at the Fire Station. Engine 1 is painted and
lettered and some mechanical works has been completed and our
appreciation is again extended to Weaver's Garage. Further maintenance
wiU be required on Engine 1 this year, specifically the rear springs.
We have enlarged the Radio Room making better office space. We had
planned to purchase additional 4" hose but have received excellent prices
from Jaffery Fire Protection, the last two years and have on board what we
feel is necessary for our purpose. We are also in good shape with breathing
apparatus as our older obsolete units have all been replaced.
The Rescue Dept. finds themselves well equipped due largely to fund
raising and private donation. A new oxygen bottle with regulator, and a
Hendrick Auto Extraction Device have been purchased through donation.
Many thanks to these people.
You will notice our separate article are fewer but our operating budget
higher. We find ourselves well enough equipped not to need additional
equipment but find we need to replace some older hose. Some protective
equipment and some old nozzles.
Our Chicken Bar B.Q. during Old Home Days was a great success. We
would like to thank our patrons and remind people to attend this summers
festivities during Old Home Days weekend. We also would like to invite
everyone to our Open Houses. We plan to have at least 2 this year and
encourage people to stop by the Fire Station anytime.
We are always interested in meeting prospective members of our
department.
Remember our chimney cleaning and well pumping service, feel free to
call Chief Don Fleming at 446-2247 or Deputy ChiefJohn Cressy at 446-




Deputy Chief John Cressy
Captain Brian Cahill
Rescue Captain P.J. Lamothe
Lt. Roger Wood
-30-
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Stoddard Zoning Board started off at a slow pace, but in May we
received applications every month.We have had to go up on our application
fees to $35.00 plus $3.00 extra for each abutter.
Reasons for this are because advertising is costly and it was putting us in
the red and we would like to have the applicants pay for their needs, not at
the Town's expense, as much as possible.
Thus far we have had no court cases and hope it continues this way. We
also are looking for more alternate members. The meetings are open to the





John Lightbody, Jr., Member
Joseph Coughlin, Member
Charles Chandler, Alternate Member
-31-
STODDARD POLICE REPORT
The more things change, the more they stay the same. Last year's police
report could easily be this year's. With that in mind,we are going to indulge
in editorial license.
With so much emphasis on training being promulgated in law
enforcement circles by towns, cities, and by insurers, lets reflect upon
training from years past.
We embarked upon this "profession" amidst crossroads of style and
theory, the torch being passed from old to young, the business from
vocation to profession, the outlook from straight forward to confusing
judicial interpretation.
Stoddard's police were trained by a man who responded to a complaint
with a .45 in belt and six-pack in hand, trusting one or the other would
solve the problem. A man who felt problems between neighbors must
always be held in confidence - never aired as dirty laundry.
"Communication", a critical component of law enforcement. In the
middle 1950's, the Stoddard Chief helped develop the most modem
emergency communications system in the United States, when the County
Mutual Aid was formed. In the 1960's, Stoddard purchased its first modem
communication equipment. It is still utilized today. In 1973, he aquired
our first modem uniform. In 1977, when, after twenty-five years of service,
the job complete, the Chief acknowledged that the profession needed
change. The needs were different, the job was now for the young, and the
Chief, with dignity, passed the torch.
During his watch, we received training that does not change. Take your
duties, not for monetary gain, but for community service; not for personal
agrandizement, but for committment; not to settle a score, but to solve
problems; not to see how many arrests you can make or tickets can be
written, but to assits the people ofyour community.When your tour ofduty
is done, trustyou were able to make the lives ofsome a little easier, andyour
community a little safer.
Style may change with the times, but goals and committment do not
change, so, to the original, the First Chief Eaton, we say thanks. Our past
training is not forgotten as we look to the future.
/ love the man who can smile in trouble, who can gather strengthjrom.
distress, and grow brave by reaction. 'Tis the business oj little minds to
shrink, but he whose heart isjlrm and whose conscience approves his




REPORT OF STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1987
The Stoddard Conservation Commission (CO has continued to
investigate Dredge &' Fill applications, and almost all got reported on to the
Wetlands Board. One was denied, owing to the steepness of the slope into
the lake, aind because the project was so close to the highway there was no
room to manouever. The District Conservationist made an inspection and
report, which went to the Wetlands Board. From this instance the CC
learned, cimong other things, that when a project is within 33 feet of the
highway centerline, the highway is an abutter and should be notified.
Two members attended the annual meeting in Concord in November,
which began with a keynote speech of the need and ideas to protect water
resources and wetlands. One or more of us have attended various
workshops at the Harris Center on protection ofwater resources, including
groundwater; and on the Local Initiative Project of the Land Conservation
Investment Program (LCIP), under the Trust for NH Lands. The challenge
now will be to see how we Ccin manage to apply some of this to the needs of
Stoddard.
We were sorry to have Charles Chandler resign, to devote himself to the
ZBA We welcome Alan Rumrill to membership. We could use more
members.
Finally the whole town notes with sadness the passing ofCharles Eaton.
Among his many other activities he was Stoddard's lone Conservation
Commissioner for many years, and was instrumental in drawing together
a nucleus of people to reformulate the CC in 1984. The town will miss him.
Respectfully submitted,
Jane Abert Joseph Coughlin, Kathy Fleming
John Lightbody, Jr, Alan Rumrill
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
Town of Stoddard
The Stoddard planning board meets on the first Tuesday of each month
at 7:30 P.M., in the Town Hall for regular business.
In 1987 the Board received 6 requests for subdivision. Five requests were
approved and one denied. One excavation permit was applied for cind
approved. One application for cluster housing was requested and denied
by the Planning Board.
In January 1988, Harry Power submitted his letter of resignation as
Selectman's representative to the Stoddard Planning Board.
During the past year, the Board has met twice a month. The first Tuesday
has been devoted to regular business. The second meeting which takes
place on the second Tuesday ofthe month has been used as awork session.
At these meetings the Board has worked to provide the information
necessary for completion of the master plan, growth management
ordinance and capitol improvements program.
Ideas for changes in our subdivision regulations and community
planning ordinance, are also products ofthese meetings in working closely
with South West Regional Planning, the Board has been assured that our
master plan should be completed by March 1988. The next objectives ofa
growth management ordinance and capitol improvement programs,
should be ready for town public hearings by May or June of 1988.
The Board has had a very busy year. We have made good progress in-
preparing for the pressures ofgrowth which affecting the entire southern
part of the state.
I would like to thank all Board members for their good attendance, hard
work and unified support over the past years. The Board encourages
support and input from the citizens of Stoddard through attendance at
our monthly meetings.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas F. Yocono Jr., Chairman
Frances RumrillSecretary ^ Treasurer
Jane Ahert, Reed Desrosiers, Melvin Gibbs, Brian Cartwright
Harry Pou;er,Selectman Representative
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REPORT OF STODDARD ANIMAL CONTROL
This was the year that almost everybody in Stoddard saw a MOOSE,
except for the Animal Control Officer. I never even saw a track!
1987 was quite a busy year for us. We handled a wide variety of animal
control calls.
One ofthe most comical, which we still chuckle over,was the call from the
local resident saying he had seen some dogs dragging a dead deer near his
residence. We responded and found this resident coming out of the woods
near his home carrying a rifle and wearing snowshoes and a very sheepish
grin. The dogs dragging a deer turned out to be several otters - playing in
the snow!
We responded to many calls regarding stray cats this year. We found
homes for a lot ofthese cats without taking them to the Mondanock Region
Humane Society. One of those cats had been missing from his owner for
over 6 months when we received a call from a concerned person in Town
telling us a stray tiger cat had shown up at their door.We picked the cat up,
located the owner in Vermont and all that was left to do, was watch the
reunion.
We had several local dogs reported missing and quite a few missing dogs
were reported to us by other area Animal Control Officers. Some of those
dogs were found, and unfortunately, some were not. Next to a license, one of
the most important items your dog should have, is a tog attached to its
collar with their name, your name, address and telephone number. If we
pick up a dog without a tag and we don't recognize the dog, we have to
transport it to the shelter.
The majority of complaints we received regarding dogs running at large,
turned out to be dogs ov/ned by year-round and summer residents' dogs.
Remember, we have and do charge a $10 pick-up fee for dogs violating the
leash law. The owner pays the fee - not the dog!
We responded to a call that a dog had fallen through the ice on Highland
Lake. We were lucky that she had been spotted and reported. The Stoddard
Rescue responded and fortunately were equipped with an ice rescue suit,
enabling the dog to be pulled quickly to safety. She has fully recovered cind
is fine. Please, remember that early winter and spring are very dangerous
times for dogs to be on the ice. Ifyou don't feel that the ice is safe enough for
you to walk on it - should your dog be on it?
As a courtesy this year, we are sending our reminders to license your
dogs, as we all tend to forget deadlines, such as vehicle registration, etc.
This is being done so that you will not be penalized for being late.
Cynthia Merchant & Joan Zelasny
Animal Control Officers
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STODDARD OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE REPORT
The 1987 annual celebration of Stoddard Old Home Days was a huge
success thanks to the support and efforts of many local residents and
organizations.
Events began Friday with a church supper, followed by hymn singing.
Later in the evening, a contra dance and square dance were held at the
Town Hall with calling and music by Dudley Lauffman. Saturday's events
were kicked offwith a parade highlighted with music by Hill's Bandwagon.
The parade was followed by a concert on the church lawn. Other features
included a children's performance by George the Clown and Friends, a
bazzar, face painting, artisgin's demonstrations, and Davis Library book
sale.
The firemen's annual chicken barbecue was a sellout, followed by a slide-
show of Stoddard History presented by Alan Rumrill. A dance featuring
music by the Q106 Road Show finalized Saturday's events. A special
church service was held Sunday morning with a performance by Ringers
On The Square, a bell ringing group.
In celebration of the history of Stoddard, a cane, hand-crafted by
Stoddard resident, Barry Miner, was presented to Martha Richard, the
oldest resident of Stoddard. The cane was presented by the Town
Selectmen.
Throughout the weekend public buildings were open to the public and
the antique hearses were brought out for people to see.
Funds made available to the Stoddard Old Home Days Committee
included $500.00 from the Town's Contingency Fund and $600.00 from
interest earned on the Bicentennial Committee Trust Fund. Fortunately,
however, due to the generosity ofmany townspeople and businesses, itwas
not necessary to use these funds.
Donations:
People and business donations
TOWN OF STODDARD
Town Meeting, March 10, 1987
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday, the Tenth day of March next at One of the clock in the afternoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
Art. 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Results of the Election as follows:
Selectman Harry Power 3 Years
Trustee of Trust Funds Evelyn Holmes 3 Years
Constable Daniel A. Eaton 1 Year
Trustee of Public Library Dorothy Patnode 3 Years
Planning Board (2) MeMn Gibbs 3 Years
Thomas Yocono. Jr. 3 Years
Planning Board Reed Desrosiers 1 Year
Cemetery Commission Dorothy Weaver 3 Years
Surveyors of Wood
& Lumber (3) Louis Clark 1 Year
Wayne Fuller 1 Year
Wallace Weaver 1 Year
Board of Fire Ward (3) John Cressy 1 Year
Charles Eaton 1 Year
Donald Fleming 1 Year
Auditors (2) Susan D'Arcy 1 Year
James D'Arcy 1 Year
Sexton John Lightbody, Jr. 1 Year
Liquor Agent Melvin Bull 1 Year
TOWN MEETING
March 17, 1987
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday, the Seventeenth of March next at 7:00 of the clock in the evening
to act on the following Articles 2 through 30.
Art. 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$85,358.00 to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year. Motion made by
Joan Zeiasny to vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $83,933.00 to
defray Town Charges for the ensuing year. Seconded. Motion carries for
$83,933.00 unanimously.
An announcement by the Moderator that Article 27 &' 28 will be taken out
of order after Article 13. Then the meeting will be recessed.
Art. 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$381.60 as its share for the support of the Monadnock Family and Mental
Health Services. Motion made S' seconded. Article carries.
Art. 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,800.00 as its share for the support of the Home Health Care and
Community Services. Motion made &= seconded. Article carries.
Art. 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and
Treasurer to borrow money in anticipation of taxes if necessary. Motion
made ^ seconded. Article carries.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will vote to rsiise and appropriate the sum of
$200.00 for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission.
Motion made and seconded. Article carries.
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Art. 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for
and accept gifts and/or State or Federal Aid in the name of the Town of
Stoddard for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission.
Motion made &^ seconded. Article carries.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 54.35 as its share of the operating budget for the Southwest SolidWaste
management District. Motion made Sf» seconded. Article carries.
Art. 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,581.00 as its share of the operating budget for the Ashuelot Valley
Refuse Disposal District. 53-B. Motion made &' seconded. Article carries.
Art. 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,900.00 to mend, repair and restore Vols. 1, 11, &' V of Town Records.
Motion made &' seconded. Article carries.
Art. 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for operational and expense defrayment of the Stoddard Zoning
Board of Adjustment. Moved €f» seconded. Article carries.
Art. 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$875.00 for maintenance of the Tax Maps by Cartographies Associates,
Inc. Moved S* seconded. Article carries.
Art. 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department.
Moved ^ seconded. Article carries.
Art. 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50,000.00 as an operating budget for the Town Road Agent. Moved ^
seconded. Discussion follows. Steve Staples, road contractor speaks to the
townspeople on what he would be doing to maintciin the roads ifhe gets the
contract. An amendment by Daniel Eaton to raise and appropriate the sum
of $65,000.00 as an operating budget for the Town Road Agent.
Amendment carries. Discussion follows. Motion carries to raise &'
appropriate the sum of $65,000.00 as an operating budget for the Town
Road Agent.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow a
sum up to $45,000.00 subject to RSA33 (Municipal Finance Act) for the
purpose ofacquiring equipment, power and hand tools, and for restoration
of Town owned equipment to usuable condition as necessary if
economically feasible for maintenance of and improvements to Town
Roads. (By Ballot). It was moved &= seconded to indefinitely postpone Art.
28. Motion to indefinitely postpone Art. 28 carries unanimously.
Art. 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$200.00 for the perating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden. Moved S*
seconded. Article carries.
Art. 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,648.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Sf Rescue
Department. Moved S* seconded. Article carries.
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Art. 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,000.00 to donate to the Marlow Ambulance Service for the purpose of
defraying their insurance costs. Moved &' seconded. Article carries.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the
purchase of a Pumper Tcinker Vehicle. Moved ©* seconded. Article carries.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,300.00 for the purchase of 3 self-contained breathing apparatus
(Survivair). Moved &" seconded. Article carries.
Art. 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,079.00 for the purchase of 3 sets of protective gear (Hats, Boots, Coats)
and Minitors. Moved S* seconded. Article carries.
Art. 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,350.00 for the purchase of 500 feet of hose. Moved S' seconded. Don
Fleming Fire Chief notes that this is 4" hose that is needed. Article carries.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate ths sum of
$1,500.00 for the Selectmen to hire a licensed, competent firm to provide
fireworks display for the 4th ofJuly. Moved &' seconded.An amendment by
Daniel Eaton to read: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 for the Selectmen to hire a licensed, competent firm to provide
fireworks display for the 4th ofJuly weekend. Amendment carries. Motion
carries on the Amendment, to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
for the Selectmen to hire a licensed, competent firm to provide fireworks
display for the 4th of July weekend.
Art. 22. To se if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
for the operation and maintenance of the Davis Library. Moved and
seconded. Article carries.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30,000.00 for the operation of the Trash Transfer Station and Town of
Washington fees for the ensuing year. Moved &' seconded. Article carries.
Art. 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 as a contingency fee for activities planned for the community by
the Old Home Days Committee. Moved €f» seconded. Article carries.
Art. 25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw
the sum of $9,700.00 from the Revenue Sharing Fund for the purpose of
defraying Town Charge expenses. Moved ^ seconded. Article carries.
Art. 26. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000.00
for the completion of the Town Master plan as required and ascertained
from the Southwest Regional Planning Commission. Moved ^ seconded.
Article carries.
Art. 27. & 28. were acted on after Art. 13.
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Art. 29. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's representatives
to the General Court to take all necessary measures to insure that no low-
level radioactive waste from the Seabrook nuclear plant shall be stored or
disposed of within this, the TOWN OF STODDARD, unless and until the
proposed site of the proposed storage or disposal has been approved by the
voters of the Town at the Annual Town Meeting by written ballot. (BY
PETITION)
An amendment proposed by Joseph Coughlin to read: Moved S* seconded.
To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's Representatives to the
General Court to take all necessary measures to insure that NO radioactive
waste from ANY SOURCE shall be stored or disposed of within this, the
Town of Stoddard, unless and until the proposed site of the proposed
storage or disposal has been approved by the voters of the town at the
Annual Town Meeting by written ballot. Moved S' seconded.
2nd Amendment proposed by Daniel Eaton to read:
To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's Representatives to the
General Court to take all necessary measures to insure that NO radioactive
wast from ANY SOURCE shall be stored or disposed of within this, the
Town of Stoddard. 2nd Amendment carries unanimously.
Art. 30. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Daniel Eaton suggested we consider having the Business part of the Town
Meeting on Saturday following or daytime meeting. No discussion. Motion
made to adjourn.
Mr. Gallant asks Selectmen to notify Townspeople on the Washington end
of Stoddard of any meetings, etc. It was recommended by Barbara Cutting
the Selectmen send Land Contractors a letter of appreciation for their
services the past years. Motion on floor to adjourn. Seconded. Meeting
adjourned at 8:50 PM.
The Moderator swears in all elected officials.
Respectfully submitted









STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Warrant
To the inhabitants of the school district of Stoddard qualified to vote in
district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stoddard Town Hall in said district
on the 3rd day ofMarch, 1988 at eight o'clock in the evening to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following school district officials:
A One School Board Member - 3 year term.
B. One Moderator - 1 year term.
C. One Treasurer - 1 year term.
D. One Clerk - 1 year term.
E. One Auditor - 1 year term.
2. To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and appropriate
for the purposes of design, construction and related expenses ofadditional
classroom space at the James M. Faulkner Elementary School; these
monies to be raised by the issurance of serial notes in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 33 and further to see if the district will vote to
appropriate to the purposes set forth in this article the balance and any
accumulated income of the Capital Reserve Fund established in March of
1987 for the purpose of constructing school facilities, and further to
appropriate to the purposes set forth in this article any interest or income
earned on the proceeds from the sale of notes, or to take any other action in
relation thereto. (It is expected that this article will be taken up at an
adjourned session of this meeting.)
S.To determine and appoint the salaries of the school board and fix
compensation for any other officers or agents of the district or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
4. To see what sum ofmoney the district will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, and for the payment ofsalaries ofschool district
officials and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
district, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
5. To hear the reports of agents, auditors and committees or officers
chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To see if the district will vote to authorize the school board to apply for,
accept and expend without further action of the school district meeting,
money from any source which becomes available during the fiscal year
upon the following conditions:
£L The money must be used for the legal purposes forwhich the school
district can appropriate money.
b. The school board must hold a public hearing on the action taken.
c. It shall not require the expenditure of additional school district
funds.
This action is taken pursuant to the authority ofRSA 198:20-b, or to take
any other action in relation thereto.
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7. To see ii me district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 1 0,000
(ten thousand dollars) to add to a Capital Reserve Fund established in 1987
to be used for the financing of all or part of the construction of school
facilities needed in the future or to take any other action in relation thereto.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting. Given under our hands at said Stoddard this day
of February, 1988.
NOTE: This is a draft of the proposed wgirrant submitted for printing
purposes prior to the actual deadline for completion of the warrant. Please
consult officially posted warrants for the finalized version.
Brenda Vaillancourt, Chairperson
Nancy Cressy Philip Hamilton
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Dr. Cynthia E. Mowles
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
F. Doncdd Jones
School Board
Phil Hamilton Term Expires '88
Brenda Vaillancourt Term Expires '89
Nancy Cressy Term Expires '90
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school
district of Stoddard ofwhich the above is a true summary for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1987 and find them correct in all respects.























































































SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT *24
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July I, 1986 to June 30, 1987
Cash on Hand July 1, 1986 $3,910.23
Received from Selectmen $300,903.00
Current Appropriation 300,903.00
Revenue from State Sources 8,449.77
Received from all Other Sources 620.24
Total Receipts $309,973.01
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 313,883.24
Less School Board Orders Paid 294,931.28
Balance on Hand, June 30. 1987 18,951.96
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REPORT FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
By a vote of the New Hampshire State Board of Education, School
Administrative Unit *24 was realigned and, effective July 1, 1987, now
encompasses the school districts of Hopkinton, Henniker, Weare, John
Stark and Stoddcird.
If one word were chosen to describe the districts in SAU *^24 that word
would probably be "growing". The greatest increases this year occurred in
the student populations in Weare Elementary School with a 9.2% increase
and in Henniker Elementary School with a 9% increase. The impact of this
growth is being felt in our physical facilities which are currently being
utilized at maximum. Hopkinton is currently in the midst of a building
expansion program at Harold Martin Elementary School. This building
project will provide Hopkinton students with additional classroom space
and the greatly needed facilities for special services. In March the voters of
Weare will have the opportunity to vote on a building plan to provide
elementary classrooms for Weare students. Currently all classrooms in
Weare, including six portable classrooms, are fully utilized. There will not
be adequate classroom space to accommodate the number of students
projected for fall of 1988. If growth projections for the small town of
Stoddard are realized space will also be needed there.
The single most significant event of the 1987/88 school year was the
opening ofJohn Stark Regional High School. The programs at John Stark
will offer many excellent learning opportunities for the students in grades
9-12 from Henniker and Weare. This school exists today due to the untiring
efforts of the Cooperative School Planning Board, the John Stark School
Board and the townspeople in Henniker and Weare. An outgrowth of the
opening of John Stark is the development of middle school programs in
Weare and Henniker. Hopkinton is also moving toward a middle school
program for the intermediate grades.
All of our schools have been involved in the State Wellness Program. Our
goal is to have healthy employees who are then more productive employees
and who offer a positive role model for our students. In addition, all ofour
schools are involved in efforts to offer more opportunities to students in
the area of gifted and talented/enrichment programming. Teachers in
Henniker cind Hopkinton have been participating in the 4 MAT learning
styles teacher training workshops in conjunction with the Franklin Pierce
Law Center. Henniker, Hopkinton and John Stark staffmembers have had
the opportunity to become involved in the very successful Governor's
Initiative Program for Computers.
The cost of public education continues to increase. We are sensitive to the
impact that these increases have on the local taxpayers.We will continue to
strive to provide quality education which is also cost effective. We
appreciate the support that you have given to your schools and hope that
you will continue to do so.
Respectfully submitted.





This fall the classroom took on a new look. It was divided into two
sections, and Cynthia Jones, a Keene State College graduate who
previously taught in Alaska, was hired to teach first, second and third
grade students. The focus ofthe primary classroom activities is learning by
doing. The students work individually and in groups on necessary skills in
reading, mathematics, and language arts. The subjects of science, social
studies, health, movement education and art have included lessons on the
human body and how to cooperate. Primary students have participated in
a National Invention Contest and are involved in the ongoing National
President's Fitness Program.
In the intermediate area the educational program stresses math,
metrics, health, social studies, science, physical education, music, art and
computer languages. The language arts program has the following
components: reading skills, spelling, handwriting, capitalization and
punctuation, dictation, creative writing and reading for enjoyment, Some
subjects are taught in small grade level groups or done on an individual
basis.We have done special projects with all intermediate students such as:
studying the constitution, map and globe skills, news in education and our
school newspaper.
Some ofthe peoplewho have contributed to the success ofthe school this
year are: music teacher - Karen DesRosiers; art teacher - Mary Conklin; and
custodians - Sue Taylor and Phyllis Sawyer. Many thanks to the P.T.O. for
helping with, and funding some of our special programs. Thanks also to
Muriel Quist for her continued support. We welcome our new aide, Carol
Clark.
We have continued with the traditional programs of the past. In the
spring we had Prize Speaking, Graduation and Memorial Day services. Our
end of the year picnic was held at Granite Lake in June. Since school has
started we have had our annual Halloween costume party and Christmas
program.
In cooperation with the Guidance Department at Keene Junior High
School, several programs are planned for the sixth graders. These include:
a slide presentation, a question and answer period, a visit to the junior
high school and a special meeting to acquaint the parents with the school.
We have enjoyed many special programs this year among them were slide
presentations by I.F.Y.E. students and a Field Day sponsored by Cheshire
County Extension Services. A lawyer, Steve Markiewicz, came to the school
to talk to the intermediate students in celebration of the 200th birthday of
the Constitution. We did a special project on News in Education, and as a
result, publish a monthly school newspaper. The children continue to
participate in the State ofNew Hampshire classroom fluoride mouth rinse
program with daily toothbrushing.
I was able to obtain a $785. grant from the N.H. Commission of the Arts
for the 1987/88 school year. This program is joinUy funded by the N.H.
State Council on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts. Last
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spring the children enjoyed making pottery with Dwight Graves and
Teresa Taylor Ellis. They used a pottery wheel, made their own pots and
glazed them, the high point was the daywe fired our pots in a pit fire. These
items were on display at Prize Speaking. This spring we look forward to
working with Jim Kates, a poet, and Emile Birch, a sculptor. Jim Kates and
I were awarded a Teacher/Artist Curriculum Collaboration Grant from the
N.H. Commission on the Arts to create a poetry curriculum for elementary
students.
Our Block Grant for 1986/87 was "Family Life; Then and Now, 1930's -
1980's." Field trips were made to Strawberry Banke and Charlestown Fort
*4. We did special activities throughout the spring such as: weaving,
stenciling, contra dancing with Dudley Laughman, drama with Mario
Cossa and food preparation.
I would like to thank the Island Pond Association for their gift ofa Solar
Energy Kit and solar masterbook, and the P.T.O. for a lighted globe and
math and language arts games. Many thanks to Sharyn Dinkle for three
years of serice to the school and a SPECIAL thanks to Robin Dunham who
left us after working here for over five years.
Again, thanks to the P.T.O., the school board, parents and townspeople








This year has brought many changes to our school. Lucy Hill, the school
district clerk for many years, decided not to run again. We would like to
express our thanks to her for her many years of service.
We welcomed Suzanne Taylor, our new school district clerk, and are
looking forward to working with her in the coming years.
We accepted the resignation of Sharyn Dinkel, teachers aide for three
years. Upon receiving Mrs. Dinkle's resignation we invited the public to
comment on hiring a new teacher.We were very pleased with the number of
people who expressed their concerns and ideas.
The public opinion was that we should hire a new teacher, with
experience, in early childhood development. After interviewing many
applicants we hired Ms. Cynthia Jones. Ms. Jones is teaching the first,
second and third graders, while Mrs. Cutting is teaching the forth, fifth
and sixth graders.
We had hoped to join SAU *29, Keene, next fall but the Keene board
opposed this move. We are now in SAU *24, Henniker. This does not have
any affect on the children, they will still be attendingjunior and senior high
school in Keene.
The Stoddard School Board meets the first Thursday of each month at
the James Faulkner Elementary School, at 7:00 p.m. Anyone wishing to
appccir before the board is asked to please contact a board member so that
their name may be added to the agenda. The board encourages the parents
and townspeople to participate.
Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Vaillancourt, Chairperson
Nancy Cressy, Phil Hamilton
Stoddard School Board
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
1987 School Nurse Report
During the 1987-88 calendar year, the school health program provided
screenings for height and weight, vision, and hearing. Immunizations
were checked to ensure that all students meet the current state law
requirements. Referral letters were sent home if further examination was
indicated. Checks for head lice were done monthly.
Classes are being planned to provide students with information on
drugs, head lice, and possibly safety with seat belts.
Respectfull submitted,





The Stoddard PTO meets on the first Wednesday of the month at 7:30
p.m. at the James M. Faulkner School. Officers for this year include Diane
Halter, President; Suzanne Taylor, Secretary; Barbara Cutting, Treasurer.
In July, the PTOjoined the Old Home Days celebration with a clown show
and face painting held at the School. The children and adults had a great
time.
In September the PTO held a Book Fair for the children at School and the
town's people were also invited. The children enjoyed the Fair and the
School benefitted with free books and a percentage of the earnings. We will
have another Book Fair next year.
Carol Clark helped put on a Craft Show for the PTO. We received two free
gifts and a percentage of the earnings.
In December, the PTO was busy with the Annual Christmas Party and a
Raffle. A special thank you to our Santa.
Many thanks to all that work and donate to our Hot Dog Days. The
children really look forward to them. The PTO also benefits financially.
The PTO is looking into a few winter activites for the School children this
year. We will also be providing prizes for the Annual Prize Speaking night.






ANNUAL MEETING STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
March 5, 1987
At the Stoddard Town Hall at 8:00 PM, the Moderator, Daniel Eaton, called
the meeting to order. He dispensed with the reading of the entire warrant
and proceeded to read Article 1.
To choose by non-partisan ballot the following school district officers:
Article 1. Election of Officers
A. One Moderator for one year term.
B. One School Board Member for three year term.
C. One Treasurer for one year term.
D. One Clerk for one year term.
E. One Auditor for one year term.
Phil Hamilton moved to open the polls until 9 p.m. for the purpose ofvoting
or until the close of the meeting, whichever came first. Seconded by Sue
Bemier and voted in the affirmative. The Moderator then declared a five
minute recess. At 8:10 p.m. he continued with Article 2.
Article 2. Budget
Phil Hamilton moved that the district vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $355,296 (three hundred fifty-five thousand, two hundred ninety
six dollars) for the support ofschools and for the payment ofschool district
officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
district, or to take any other action in relation thereto. Seconded by Brenda
Vaillancourt. Motion carried.
Article 3. Reports
Phil Hamilton moved that the district vote to hear the reports of agents,
Auditors and Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto. Seconded by Sue Bemier. Phil gave an explanation about the
Auditor' report. The person elected resigned. The books were audited by
last year's Auditor who was appointed by the Board. There was no
challenge to this and the motion was adopted.
Article 4. Grants
Brenda Vaillancourt moved that the district authorize the school board to
apply for, accept and expend, without further action of the school district
meeting, money from any source which becomes available during the fiscal
year, upon the following conditions.
A. The money must be used for the legal purposes for which the school
district can appropriate money.
B. The school board must hold a public hearing on the action to be taken.
C. It shall not require the expenditure of aditional school district funds.
This action is taken pursuant to the authority of RSA 198:20b, or to take
any other action in relation thereto. Seconded by Sue Bemier. Motion
adopted.
Article 5. Capitad Reserve Fund
Brenda Vaillancourt moved that the district vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000 (ten thousand dollars) to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund to be used for the financing of all or part ofthe construction ofschool
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facilities needed in the future or to take any other action relating thereto.
Seconded by Sue Bemier. No discussion. Motion adopted.
Article 6. Salaries
Brenda Vciillancourt moved that the district vote to set the salaries of the
school board and fix compensation for ciny other officers or agents of the
district as printed in the annual report, or to take any other action in
relation thereto. Seconded by Barbara Cutting. No discussion. Voted in the
affirmative.
Article 7. Other Business
At this point the Moderator turned the gavel over to Phil Hamilton and
proceeded to the floor where he presented the following resolution and
amendment to the District.
Whereas the State Board of Education is no longer granting waivers of
the School Lunch Program, and whereas the School District of Stoddard
has historically voted down implementation of said School Lunch
Program, therefore be it resolved:
That the School District of Stoddard urges the prompt passage ofHouse
Bill 631 -FN with amendment;
And be it further resolved that a suitable copy of the Resolution be
transmitted to the Speaiker of the House, the President of the Senate, the
Chairmen of House and Senate Education Committees, the Governor and
the Legislative Representatives of the Stoddard School District.
Daniel A. Eaton, Moderator
Lucy B. HiU, Clerk
Amendment to HE 631-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
An Act
Granting the Stoddard School District an exemption from the school
lunch and school brccikfast program.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1. Waiver for Stoddard School District. Amend RSA189:1 la by inserting
after paragraph Iv the following new paragraph:
V. The Stoddard School district shall be exempt from the provisions of
this section until it adopts the programs in this section by majorityvote at
a regular or special school district meeting.
Such adoption of these programs shall become effective immediately
when the school district notifies the commissioner ofeducation in writing
of its decision to adopt the programs.
2. Effective date. This act shall take effect upon its passage. After further
explanation a vote was called for on the resolution. The vote was
unanimous to accept the resolution.
There being no other business to come before the meeting at this time
the Moderator declared the meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m. and that the
polls were closed. Lucy Hill was given a round of applause for her many
years serving as school clerk.
-60-
Results of the balloting.
Moderator for one year votes cast 16
Daniel Eaton 15
Melvin Bull 1
School Board for three years votes cast 16
Nancy Cressy 1
6
Clerk for one year votes cast 15
Peg Hahn 14
Lucy Hill 1
Treasurer for one year votes cast 18
Joan Read 18







A three way tie resultd for auditor. Nancy Murray declined. The Moderator
flipped a coin for Sue D'Arcy and Ginny Grandpre. Sue D'Arcy was the
winner. The following were declared elected.
Moderator Daniel A. Eaton




Joan Read and Nancy Cressywere given the oath ofoffice by the Moderator.
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Ayotte, Ronald A.&Diane M.










































Baker, George A. & Vet .Ex.
Baker Elma E.
Baker Hazel I.
Baker, Kendall & Eliza-
beth J.
Bakum, David E.
Balch, Vera B. WVET.EX
Baldwin, Wendy
Ballou, Donald W. Estate
Ballou, GaryF .Duane&Jason
Balsis, Robert J.& Diane
Balsis, Robert J Realty Tr.
Banack, Michael J&June H.
Bbangs, Paiil F.&Beverly
Barker, Gerald B.& Helen A.
Barlow, PaulG.&Evelyn M.
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Ba-omgratz, Richard ¥. £:
Baumgrat z , MaryAim
Bangs, Paul ¥ .&BeveTly
Barker, Gerald B.&Helen A.
Bayer, Lee R. & Carol J.




Beckwith, Ralph V. & Vet.EX.
Beckwith, Harriet J.
Besso, Michael & Rita
Begnoche, Claudette T.
Begnoche, Claudette &Kyle A.
Begnoche, Kyle A.








Benedict , Robert , Carole , Rich-
ard & Joan
Bennett, Floyd H. Sr.&FloydJr.
Bennett , Gerda C. & Kleppick,-
Elsbeth
Bergeron, Leo J.&Lillian Z.
Bergeron, Leon J.
Bergeron, Noel 6 Doris S.
Berkeley, Harold G.
Bemagozzi, Armand E. Jr.
Bemier, Donald
Bemier, Gerard L. Vet .Ex &
Bemier Susanne J.
Bemier, Richard Sr.& Pauline
Bemier, Robert t Angelina M.
Bertrsind, Kathi £: I'lartinage,
Scott
7l+'IP&C6tt. $
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Bickford, Walter E.&Gail M.




Biondino, P^alph R.& June M.
Abseni ck s , Anna
Bishop, Lorraine M.
Bissell, James H.
Bisset, John ¥.& Barbara E.








Block, Stanley A.&Claire W.





Blood, S.David & Leita V.
Bodell, Dr. Benson &
Bodell, Ruth
Bodge, Frederick A.&Eliz.A.




Bosch, Louise & EX B&VET
Bosch, Walter C.
Ld.Hme DeadBr.
PESIDENT & NCN-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR I987







Bouchard, Paul R. & Helen A.
Boucher, Charles VS: Madelyn C .
Boudread, LeoJS: Arline
Bouley, Leo A.&Violette M.
Bourn, Reginald I & Francis
a Rodney E.
Bowley, Mildred E. &
Coogan, Roberta
Brackett, Richard A. Jr.
Bragg, Lester & Elizabeth A.
Breaiolt, David L & Katherine
Briggs, Mary
Brindisi, Joseph L. & TOTEX
Brindisi, Shirley M.
Britt, Mrs. Harry
Brooks, Alton J.& Donna E.
Brooks, James G.&Nancy W.
Brown, B. Hilda
Brown, Fred M. Heirs
Brown, Richard C.&Marthe
Brownrigg, Albert E. felrma A.
Bruno, Barbara
Bryer, James H. &
Vaillancourt, Brenda J.
Buckmaster, Richard W. S:
¥altraut M.
Buffum, Dorothy WVETEX
Bugbee, Leon & VETEX
Mastrianne , Dominic
Bull, Melvin, L. & "fi--EA
Bull Avis
Bunn, ?,ichard B.L rriscilla E
Burke, John Kelley
Burke, Stephen E.S: Karia C.
Burr, Harold Lfei'Iargo M.
Burt, Allen, Jr.
Burt, Allen C.Sr.S: r.uth B.
VET E':
Burt, Charles R.
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Cahill, Brian ¥. &
Cahill, Donna
Cahill, Frances
Cahill, Dr. George F., Jr.
&Cahill, Sarah
VE,T EX
Call, Mary L. & Cutting,
Charles C.
Callinan-, William & Kuegler,
Violet C.
Calo, JosephM & Diane
Cameron, James D.& Becky M.
Cameron, Richard C.
Campagna, Joseph & Catherine
Campbell, Alan & Dorothy J.
205'HL&Bldg.
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Campbell, Jo sephF . &t4arsha D.
Campbell, Robert H.&Roslyn J.




Carignan, KennethJ. & Janellen
Carlin, Kevin & Janis G.












Caruso, Albert G.Srfjail R.
Cass, James R.Jr.&Jean C.
Castor, Wesley R., Jr.
Caswell, David C.&Joan
Catlin, Erith A. &V.Elaine
CeCe, Elizabeth J.
Cerqua, Richard J.&Jeri M.
Chagon, Nancy G.
Chamberlain, Christopher
Champney, James E. Jr. &
Champney, Donna
Champney, Ronald




Mike W & Wilson H.
Chapin, R. Daniel & DianeA.
Chapman, Leona E. &
CrQwri, Michele R.
Chapman, Ronald
Charette, Gerald G. ftConstance
Rogers,Emest&Jeanette
Lot
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Chick, Edward G&Priscilla E.
Chiodi, LawrenceS.& Mary-
Christie, Barbara A.
Chromik, ^^ichard & Cheryl
Ch-olak, Joseph & Anna
Churchill , DouglasH&DeniseH
.
Cichowski, Henry T & Jennie D.
Sanders, JeanAnn






Clark, Dorothy L. & James
Clark, Frank & Patricia N.
Clark, H.Robert g:VirginiaS
.
Clark, ijewis A. &
Clark, Jean B
.
Clark, Richard ¥. Ill
Clark, Robert A.& Diana M.
Clark, Robert H.S: Elizabeth R.
Clark, Roger C.




Cohen, David R.& Engebretson,
J.
Cohen, Herbert & Phyliss G.
Colasurdo, Michael J. &
Colasurdo, Diane M.
Coldough, RaymondH.&HarrietB.
Cole, Calvin C. Sr. VSTEX
&Cole, Gladys V.
Collette, Edward A.&Blanche C.
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Cotton, The Family Trust
Coughlin, Joseph
Cowie, Marjorie R. &
Cowie, Robert C.
Cox, William T.;iHazel M.
Coyne, Elizabeth V.
Creighton, Cheryl
Cressy, John E. &.
Cressy, Nancy
Crider, Eleanor F.





Crooks, Chester R. Estate
Croteau, John & Joann M. &
LaLiberte , Larry&Jayne
Cvillen, James E.
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Cusha,Burce P.. & Elizabeth




Daniels, George H.&Neva E.
Danser, Harold V. Ill




Daugharty, John ¥. & Bonnie L.
Davey, ¥esley J.& Pauline B.
Davidson, John & Joan
Davis, Donald D. & Isabel B.
Davis, Frederick D. & EstelleC
Davis, James H.& Sandra C.
Davis, John R. & Elinor H.
Davis, Kenneth M.
Davis, Michael C. &
Davis Fred A.
Davis, Robert & Nancy K.
Davis, Roberta
Davis, Roy A. & Sara
Dawson, Mar.jorie A.
DeAngelis, Sdwon R.&KarenH.
Dedek, Dana A. & Renata M.
Deely, Margaret
DeGruccio, Nicholas P&SarahE.
Delano, Norman J.& Hazel
DeLong, Frances A.
DeLong Albert VET EX
Eicknell Past.
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Foley, Barbara, Taber, Christen
Opidee,i4arie E.
Fontaine, Alice A.
Fontaine, Lionel J. & VETEX
Fontaine, Jean M.
Forcier, Thomas S. &
¥iggin, Lucille A.
Forehand, Stephen D.& Janet D.
Forgit, John A.& Holly E.
Forrest, Gerald R.& Phyllis B.
Forsman, Carl T.
Forster, ¥alter & Frances
Forster, Walter G.& Walter T.
Forsyth, ¥illiamG.G& Joan
Fosberry, Charles F. &
Fosberry, Leigh D.
Fosberry, I-Iark
Fox, Robert S.& Patricia A.




Fuederer, Eric C.&Yvette A.
Fuller, Barry & Joyce
Fuller, Wayne &
Fuller, Carrie




Gagnon, Josephine & Arlene
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Galliant, Andrew, Ruth &
Patricia Ann EEX
Gallovray, Jeane M Estate
Ganley, Donald J.&Donna M.
Ganley, John F.Jr.&Mary M.
Garland, Florence E. ¥VETEX
Gamett, Gordon & VEX
Zelasny, Joan
Gamett, Otis, Robert L.S:
Gordon A.
Garrity, Edith I.
Gass, Edward R.III&Linda A.




Gay, Brier B. & Lois V.
Gay, Evelyn R.
Gay, Jerrold R.&Beverly A.
Gebhardt, Richard LSclferionH
.
Gedde s , Paul
Gendron, Albert
Geoffrey, David G.&Alice M.
Gerger, Dennis &. Anne M.
Getty, Earle E.& Vivian L.
Getty, Irene
Giamella, Ralph A.&Sandra C.
Gibbs, Kenneth N.& Mona N.
Gibbs, Melvin E, & VETEX
Gibbs, Judith A.
Gibson, Herbert G.& Hazel C.




Gilcrest, Philip ¥. Jr.
Gillespie, Mary H.
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Goodale, Robert G.& SallyA.
Gormley, Richard
Gorzalany, Terry H.
Go styla, Peter J.
Goulet, Leopold & Pauline
Grabarz, Henry J. & Irmia
Grainger, Edward J. & Claris
Grandpre ', Louis E. &





Grant, Lyle D.&Julia V.
Green, Donald C.&Jean R.
Green, Jonas
Green, Sanrael Ph D
Green, Shoshanna
Gregory, George L.&Eliz.
Grenier, Lucien & Barbara
Gribble, Laxjrence V.&Korita
Grisback,Edgar H.& Judith A.










Guay, Richard 4 Donna Lee
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Hall, Rev. Frankfc Anita
Hall, Wayne G.& Kathy A.
Halter, John D. &
Halter, Diane G.
Hamel, Louis W.&Georgette F.
Hamilton, Hazel S.
Hamilton, Philip A. &
Hamilton, Donna M.
Hampoian, Harry S: Diane
Hanna, Alan L &Alice M.
Hansford, F.ose
Hanson, Jean M.
Hanson, '.'illiam E.& Perry,
Ronald
Harkless, Lloyd B.S: Deanna








Harris, David R.&Merle ¥.
Harris, Ernest J. .Jr. &
Chamberlain, Marilyn








Hayes, Joseph S. &
Hayes, Arlene C.
95'IP $
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Hayes, Judith M. VETEX
Hayes, Matthew
Hayes, Michael; Jr. &
Hayes, Susan
Hayes, Timothy
Hayiier, ^'- . RussellS: Yvonne E
Healey, Herbert G. Sheila E.
Mealy, Jane F.
Healy, Nicholas J. Jr.
Healy, Robert E.
Hebert, Arthur L.SiNancy A.




Heydolph, William H. &
Heydolph, Barbara M.
Hidden Lalce Civic Assoc.
Hiestand, C. James Sc Denise
Hiestand, Clyde J.& Naomi













Holland, Donald R. &
Holland, Priscilla
Holland , Ri chard
Reck Ld.ANTRd
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1937










Homfeld, George J.&Gloria G.
Hopkins, Fred W.
Hopkins, Mildred E.
Horsfall, Benjamin, Ethel &
James H.
Horton, Syble F. EEX






Huard, Aime & Georgette
Y. Sr.
Huber, Dennis R.&Judith G.
Hueglin, Frederick III 4Ann
H^olsizer, William





Hyde, Charles E. Sr.
ingerson, Fred E.
Ireland, Nathaniel F . &
Ireland, Helen S.
Ives, David R. & Elaine 0.
Jackson, Orvilla & Patricia
James, Ronald W.&Janice G.
Jarvis, Lawrence F.&Carole
Jarvis, Stephen S. Ill
Jaworski, Joseph
Jean, Herbert W.&Eleanor
Jefts, Myron E. & Mabel H.
Jejer, Philip & Rosemary M.
Jenks, Esther W.
Jennison, Margaret
Jemberg, Ralph I .SJoyce C.
Jerome, Richard W. Jr.
Johnson, John P. etals
Johnson, Lester M. Heirs
Shedd Land
P-ESISENT & XON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 198?






Johnson, Louise V. VETEX
















Kaczka, EmilS . &Jo :\nne
Kapentais, Stephen &
Lygomeno s , Peter
Kapi j , Jerry E&Sophie
Katz, Bernard & Ruth
Katz, Elliot& Adrienne
Kaufman, Philip N&Kathleen




Kavjian, Andrew 4 Mary
Kelly, Francis J. Jr. &
f'larilyn A.
Kennedy, ¥illiam 4 Patricia
Kent, Kenneth M& Ewels,
Carolyn J.
Lot $
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Kenyon, Steven G.& Linda M.
Kerber, Evelyn E.
Kerber, Pa'ol F.
Kercewich, Jerry, JR. &
Kercewich, Brenda
Kemozicky, Konstantin
Kheradi, Sohrab & Teresa















Klebanoff , Harold &Sandra
Klie, Henry A.&Hester C.
Knicley, Gerald E. &
Knicely, Barbara A.
Kochis, Laura B.





Krasinski, Bernard 4 Irma
Kravarik, George R. Sc
Kravarik, Dorothy E.
Krutt, Richard L.&Susan P..
Kubeck, Gerald E.&Barbara
Kuehl, Johji F.&Beth E.
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Lehtinen, Edwin & Mary
FJSIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 193?







Lowe, John L.iVirginia G.
Loy, Reinhard S.iOliviaT^.
Lund, Earle L. & l^ETEX
Liond, Mary K.
Lyman, "VJilliamH . Sr. &.
Dorothy E.
Lynch, Arthur E.Jr.&Marion
Lyonnai s , Martha I . &
LaMothe, Patricia




Maceashran, John K. &
Elizabeth P.
Mackintosh, Donald S.SDonaP









Mann, Thomas A.&Ann &
Wei chell ,¥iii . &Barbara
Mannhardt , o'oAnn
Mansell, Ellen
Manwaring, Walter & Carol





Marks, Arnold 2: Susan
Marren, John J., Jr.
Marquis, Dennis £: Pauline
Marquis, Philip J.ScFamela L.
Marrads Timber Co
.
Jferrads cont ' d
'
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'larsli, Lester Jr.SdDiarme I.
Marshall, Vicki
Martin, Donald K-£Eileen D.





Mason, Pobert W.& Barbara
Mathe son, Chester R-?-Harriet











Mclver, Kim S: Brian
McKinley, Micky
McLaughlin, Loretta J&Laurie
McMahon , AubreyA . iMar j orie
Vli^.TEX
McMahon, Patricia E.
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Meausky, James & Maureen
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Oke, Gary P.. S: Rebecca
Oka, Gary R.&Rebecca








Ormond, JeremiahJ . iiBridget
Osenga, Villiam Jr. V"'.TEX
Ostrowslci, Edidn J&Vita M.
'Su].livar., JosephY.SrTeresa
Page, I.'ary G.








Parker, Guy W.S:Gerald R.
Parker, Harriet, -'Estate
Parker, James E.
Parke s, Thomas F.
Parks, Scott A . £,-Charlene
Parrot, Ted & Pamela
Patnode, Dorothy A. WJZIYl
Paton, Harold F.
Paton, MaryJane & Harold
Patterson, Donald ¥. TffiTEI
Patterson, Irene I.
GL&Cott. i^
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Patterson, '^i chard ¥.'-iPaula
Paul, Robert A.?J"ean L.
Peate, Kenneth
Peate, Leslie .inn
Pedro, Joseph,!'- Jr. iAjny
Peifers, Villias ~.iLair-
ette S: Bruce




ressin, Joseph ii Rose
Peterson, Alfred G.Jr. :•
1. C. Jr.
Peterson, George H. ;• Carole
Peterson, George PI. i
Bach, jharles R.
Peterson, Jacob, A. Jr.
Pf-indstein, George A.
Fhalon, Robert '-.&: Phyllis
Phelan, Linda E. i Alan F.




Phillips, Clayton B. &
Cynthia D. etals




Fidgeon, Robert L. S:
Fidgeon, Linda M.
Fiehl, George Y.& Emily
Foloczanski, Anthony S. S:
Porter, George L. Realty
Forterfield, Louis -..5c
Barbara .4.
Potter, James D. & Patti A.
Power, Harry R. i
Power, Beverly .A..
Power, Harry R.&. Beverly
lower, I-Iin
Pratt, Bradley C, 3r. S:
Pratt, Charlotte H.
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Prescott, Gregg 3.iGail A.
Frestia, Arthur 5. &.
VanDorm, Joaime
Price, Trevor P.S; Barbara L.
Priest, DorEan E,
Proctor, "illiam R. &
Beatrice M.
Frovost, Rocert & Arlene M.
Pranier, Zathleen P,
Frunier , Faul.1 . SKathleenP
.
Przekaza, Michael T.
Public Service Co. of .N.H.
Lot & Hse
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Read, 7illiam & Grace
Read, Jon & Annette
Reck, Helen B.
Reck, raul C.& Kancy E.
Reed, Raymond E.






Regina, Richard & Karen M.
Reid, John J.&; Loretta
Reilly, .:'teven A.
Remillard, Francis F . &
Heather A.
Reynolds, iolmer A. Jr.
Riceoppo, Lawrence a.
Richardson, George F. VETEX
Sc Martha S. BEX
Richer, Everett & VETEX
Lowell , Eli zaheth
Richmond, Pamela
Ricker, Dennis A.&Lynda ;
Riddle , Carolyn S
.
Riesenberg, Jerome C. &.
Riesenberg, Catherine J.
Riesenberg, John J. Jr.VliTEX
Rie senberg , Gwendolyn
Riga, Kenneth F.S: Diana S.
Ringland, Vera Estate
Rioijx, William J. & VETEX
Rioux, Grace
Ripley, F, Fuller &
Elizabeth R.
Ripley, Sally




Ritchie, Kenneth & Carolyn
Land
RESIDENT & NON-EiSIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1987
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Sandy Beach Assoc, of
Stoddard
Santonoceto, Philip




Sawyer, David C . S:KathJ.een
Sawyer, Phyllis C. &
Thi'^ault, Jeanne
Schellens, Edward J.&Theresa
Scherer, ''alton 3. &
iMarjorie M.
Schillemat, Edward R. Jr.&
Harriet A.
Schmidt, Stephen
Schwartz, liarj N.&Eugene J.
Seabury, Kendall L.&Michael
Seaman, Robert F. &
Kathryn D.





Serbent, Walter F.&Jane K.
Sevemece, Alfred T. Si.
Edwards, Crville
chaiik, Curtis C.JiTheresa
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Sirois, John A.&Lucia A.
Sisk, MichaelS.iVirginia A,
Skidmore , Alfred J
.
Skidmore , Mark
Skotny, Frank & Sylvia








Smith, Brian S.&Susan M.













N . H . Fore st s
Spadaro , AnthonySAxmette
Spagnulo, Alma & Lawrence,
Rita & Larry
660'HL&Got. $
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•f-p£Lllone, John IJ. i Celeste GLot .';DC
Sparks, '''illiam J.S: .ilice Lot SDC
Spera, Nicholas J.S'IClizabeth Lot &. Trlr
Lot
Spruceland Owner' sissoc. Lot
Inc. . i+00'GL,TennGt,
BBCt. Boathse ^3760
Squillante, Robert &Politrone,IF Got.&Shed
John & Lucille
ctaats, Altert J.&.Lina
Stack, Robert J.&Joaji B.
Starr, Chester R. &
Rachel H.
Steele, Leon & Carol J.






Stone, Albert L. &
Judy Mae
Stone, Frederick G.&MaudeM




Stucky, Frank T. Ill &
Linda S.




























Not Bldg Lot 10
Bldg. Lot 2500
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Siollivan, Harold J. &
RESIDENT & NON-EESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 198?
NAME
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Twing, Elizabeth NHLS $ 1320 $ 1320 $ 33.00
Ude, Arthur H. &
Ude, Lorraine M.








Vallela, John P. &
Cahill, Marie E.
Van Maiden, John C.&Carol S.
VanSchaik, Joseph?. &MerryA.
Vaughn, Edgar L.Jr. Seres,
Katherin,& Sullivan,
Cheryl
Vomer, John J. 3r.&
Vemer, Margaret H.
Vetog, Edwin J.&Elizabeth A.
Vezeau, Robert





















































RESIDEI^rr & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR I987






Whit comb, Arthur Cons. Co.
White, Barrie, Jr.
White, Quentin& Rita
White, Reginald A. &Hazel L,
White, Timothy & Chvatal,
Joseph
Whitney Beach Assoc.





Wilder, Alden E.& Elizabeth
Wilder, Clinton J.& Marjorie






Williams, Leonard R.&Tean L.




Willi ston, Hamlin L &
Elizabeth G.
Wilson, Henry C. Jr.
Wilson, James D. & Mary-
Ann A= Trustees
Wilson, Raymond E.
Wilson, Richeird F.Jr. &
Margaret M.
Wilson, Richard F. &
Wilson, Vivian .1.
Wixon, Bruce C;& Joyce A.
Wohlander, Roy A.& Elaine!'.
Woislaw, William A. & Linda
Backlot $
RaSIPaMT & NON-KSSIDEMT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR I987
NAME
Abreviations Used in Town Report Property Descriptions:
HL-Highland Lake
IP-Island Pond
NHLS-NH Lake Shores
SDC-Stoddard Development Corp.
HLD-Hidden Lake Development
GL-Granite Lake
CP-Center Pond
DB-Dead Brook
PC-Pickerel Cove
HLS-Hidden Lake Shores

